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Informed choices, growth, congestion and regulation impact the world’s cities
WRGULYHDVKLIWWRPRUHVXVWDLQDEOHDQGHIȣFLHQWWUDQVSRUWRSWLRQV
Although all cities are in many ways different in
terms of layout and structure, and consequently
have different transport options, many share
similar issues and challenges around sustaining
KVS[XL [MXLSYX KVMHPSGO WIXXMRK MR;MXL MRGVIEWMRK
VIGSKRMXMSRRSXNYWXSJXLIIJ½GMIRG]ERHIQSXMSREP
problems resulting from congestion but also of the
environmental implications, many leading mayors and
WYTTSVXMRK EHQMRMWXVEXMSRW LEZI FIIR XEOMRK WXITW
XS IRGSYVEKI GMXM^IRW XS QEOI EPXIVREXMZI GLSMGIW
-RQER]HIZIPSTIH[SVPHGMXMIW TVMQEV]GLEPPIRKIW
include encouraging people to change their existing
habits and behaviours, while in the developing world
MX MW SJXIR E GEWI SJ IRGSYVEKMRK TISTPI XS QEOI
different choices about mobility than others have
made in the past. With car ownership rising steadily
MRQER]REXMSRWXLMWMWRSIEW]XEWO
The challenge of future urban transport was
I\EQMRIHMRERYQFIVSJHMJJIVIRX[SVOWLSTW[MXLMR
XLI *YXYVI %KIRHE TVSKVEQQI ¯ MR &ERKEPSVI
&VYWWIPW 2I[ (IPLM 0SRHSR 1IPFSYVRI 7LERKLEM
ERH7MRKETSVI%GVSWWEPPXLIWIHMWGYWWMSRWMXMWGPIEV
that the answer ‘is not simply about stopping people
YWMRKGEVWFYXMWEFSYXMQTVSZMRKXLIIJ½GMIRG]SJGEV
YWEKIERHTVSZMHMRKZMEFPIEPXIVREXMZIW´ RSVMWMXNYWX
about ‘encouraging people to travel less by better
GSPSGEXMRK LSQI [SVO ERH PIMWYVI´ SV³HIZIPSTMRK
[MHIV IGSPMXIVEG]´ -X MW EGXYEPP] EFSYX EPP SJ XLIWI
and more: urban transport is a complex issue driven

The key challenge is that as London in
2020 seeks to be more like Shanghai in
2010, can we stop Shanghai becoming
more like London?
by many different factors on top of the geographic
and cultural differences present.
8LIVI [MPP FI ER EHHMXMSREP  QMPPMSR GEV HVMZIVW
added to the world over the next decade, most of
them in cities in the developing world. According to
EVIGIRX7LIPP8VERWTSVX6IWIEVGL0EFSVEXSV]WXYH]
³8SHE]MR0SRHSR GEVNSYVRI]WEGGSYRXJSV SJ
NSYVRI]W ERH G]GPMRK   -R 7LERKLEM GEV NSYVRI]W
EGGSYRX JSV   [MXL G]GPMRK EGGSYRXMRK JSV  
SJ NSYVRI]W´ -R GSQTEVMWSR [MXL QER] 97 GMXMIW
London is a relatively good example of sustainable
developed-world urban transportation, albeit not as
KSSHEWTPEGIWPMOI1YRMGL%QWXIVHEQERH:MIRRE
%X XLI WEQI XMQI 7LERKLEM XSHE] MW F] RS QIERW
ER I\IQTPEV -R QER] [E]W 0SRHSR ERH 7LERKLEM
can be considered as typical, average examples of
developed- and developing-world urban mobility.
8LIOI]GLEPPIRKIMWXLEXEW0SRHSRMRWIIOWXS
FIQSVIPMOI7LERKLEMMRGER[IWXST7LERKLEM
FIGSQMRKQSVIPMOI0SRHSR#%W[EWQIRXMSRIHMR
E 7MRKETSVI IZIRX ³-R%WMER GMXMIW XLI GEV MW QSVI
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realisation early on was that ‘urban transport planning
has to be integrated with the urbanisation policy to
GVIEXIIJ½GMIRXERHWYWXEMREFPIGMXMIW´

XLERNYWXEFSYXXVERWTSVXEXMSR -XMWEWXEXYWW]QFSP
)WTIGMEPP] MR -RHME ERH 'LMRE IZIR XLSYKL TISTPI
HSR´X RIIH E GEV XLI] EWTMVI XS S[RMRK SRI´ -R E
world where access to personal transportation is
a cultural ambition, a status symbol and, in many
places, a major advance, many of the discussions in
XLI*YXYVI%KIRHETVSKVEQQIPSSOIHEXLS[XLMW
conundrum can be accommodated.
Any global blueprint solution has to consider the
VERKI SJ EPVIEH] HI½RIH GSRWXVEMRXW WYGL EW GMX]
HIWMKR *SV I\EQTPI [MXL XLI FIRI½XW SJ MXW LMKL
HIRWMX] ,SRK /SRK GER WTIRH EVSYRH   SJ MXW
+(4SRMXWXVERWTSVXW]WXIQW [MXLTISTPIX]TMGEPP]
spending between thirty and sixty minutes a day on
TYFPMGXVERWTSVX[LIVIEWMR,SYWXSR[LIVI SJ
MXW+(4 WSXLVIIXMQIWEWQYGLTVSVEXE MWWTIRX
daily transportation time in cars is up to three hours
JSVIEGLTIVWSR%W)YVSTIERHXLI97EVIJSGYWMRK
more on regeneration for city planning,Asia is creating
brand new cities and extending existing ones, but
‘in several Asian cities, urbanisation is happening at
a rate that is much faster than transportation can
GSTI[MXL´9VFERHIWMKRMWGPIEVP]FSXLEGSRWXVEMRX
ERHERIREFPIVSJQSVIIJJIGXMZIYVFERXVERWTSVX-R
7MRKETSVI ERSJXIRGMXIHI\EQTPI  SRIMQTSVXERX

+MZIRXLEXXLIQENSVMX]EKVIIXLEX³GMXMIWWLSYPHFI
JSGYWIH SR TISTPI RSX GEVW´ SRI QYGLHIFEXIH
solution is clearly to regulate against the car.
While congestion charging, road pricing and lane
prioritisation for multi-passenger and low emission
vehicles has become increasingly popular in many
cities, others have tried alternative approaches. For
MRWXERGI EVIHYGXMSRSJXLIRYQFIVSJGEVTEVOMRK
WTEGIWMWYRHIV[E]MR0SRHSRERH&IMNMRK,S[IZIV
MJ XLMW LETTIRIH MR -RHME E TPEGI [LIVI PEFSYV MW
WXMPPGLIETIVXLERPERH EGGSVHMRKXSSRI[SVOWLST
comment,‘the result would be more cars on the road
EW TISTPI´W GLEYJJIYVW QIVIP] HVMZI EVSYRH [LMPI
XLIMV IQTPS]IVW EXXIRH E QIIXMRK SV KS WLSTTMRK´
-RE[SVPHSJWYGLZEVMIX]PIKMWPEXMRKEKEMRWXGEVWLEW
severe limitations, even though more people are
recognising the issues including ‘the negative health
EWTIGXWSJGEVWMRGMXMIW´
-R XIVQW SJ EPXIVREXMZIW QER] MR )YVSTI EHZSGEXI
[EPOMRK ERH G]GPMRK ERH WS SZIV XLI RI\X HIGEHI
we can expect ever more dedicated cycle lanes
[MXLMRERHEVSYRHGMXMIW,S[IZIVMR(IPLMQER]SJ
the pavements are in a dangerous condition, while
MR E RYQFIV SJ 97 GMXMIW XLI] EVI RSRI\MWXIRX
Cycling might be an attractive option in places
PMOI%QWXIVHEQ &SKSXj ERH 7ER *VERGMWGS FYX MR
XIQTIVEXYVIWSJ'ERHLMKLLYQMHMX]TIVWYEHMRK
people that it is a progressive option for transport
can be an uphill struggle. What many agree upon is
the role of an integrated public transport system that
½XWXLITYVTSWI,S[IZIV[LIVIEWMRWYGLTPEGIWEW
'STIRLEKIR7LERKLEM&ERKOSOERH1IPFSYVRIXLMW
may mean buses, trams and trains, in other places
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In several Asian cities, urbanisation is
happening at a rate than is much faster
than transportation can cope with.
there may already be better answers: tut-tuts are
TIVJIGXP] WYMXIH XS -RHME NYWX EW VMGOWLE[W EVI XS
:MIXREQERH-RHSRIWME7IZIVEPTISTPIMR[SVOWLSTW
EVKYIHXLEX[MXLTIVJIGXP]¾I\MFPIIJ½GMIRXWSPYXMSRW
already in place, the need for monorails and metros
could be questioned. Although many cities are
MRZIWXMRKMRLMKLTVS½PIYVFERXVERWMXW]WXIQW XLIVI
MWWXMPPXLI³PEWXQMPI´ GLEPPIRKIJSVXLSWIRSXHMVIGXP]
SRXLIRIX[SVO
0SSOMRKJSV[EVHSZIVXLIRI\XXIR]IEVW MXMWGPIEV
that ‘the solutions must be different for different
GSYRXVMIW´-R%WMEEGSQQSREWTMVEXMSRMWXSGVIEXI
a multilevel approach where underground transit
W]WXIQWQSZITISTPIEVSYRHXLIGMXMIWUYMGOP] GEVW
EVI TYX YT MR XLI EMV SR ¾]SZIVW ERH XLI KVSYRH
MW JSV TISTPI -R QER] SJ XLI RI[ GMXMIW FIMRK
built, and some of the existing ones that are being
upgraded, this option has many supporters and
will, de facto, become the future. The new Chinese
GMXMIW SJ  LEZI EPVIEH] FIIR HIWMKRIH ERH WS
have their transport options. However, elsewhere,
many commentators see that a more sustainable
urban transport future can only be achieved if more
informed choices are made by governments and
organisations as well as individuals.

8LI VIGSKRMXMSR XLEX ³MR QSWX 3)'( GSYRXVMIW
XVERWTSVX YWYEPP] EGGSYRXW JSV SZIV   SJ XSXEP
KVIIRLSYWIKEWIQMWWMSRW´ MWMRGVIEWMRKP]MR¾YIRGMRK
planning policy for regeneration as much as newbuild. As such, pedestrianisation and cycle routes,
for example, are both on the increase. However,
[LMPI³TSPMG]QEOIVW FIPMIZI XLEX GEV YWIVW EVI EFPI
XSVIHYGIXLIMVGEVYWIQER]EVIYR[MPPMRKXSHSWS´
%WMXWIIOWXSFVIEOXLIZMGMSYWGMVGPISJXVERWTSVX
KVS[XL ERH HIGSYTPI XLI PMROEKI FIX[IIR MX ERH
economic growth, mobility management has to
therefore consider structural and attitudinal change.
-R XIVQW SJ MR¾YIRGMRK TIVWSREP FILEZMSYV XLI
VIGIRX 7LIPP860 EREP]WMW LMKLPMKLXIH XLI MQTEGX
that smarter choices can have – from better travel
plans, improved taxi services, changing access to
vehicles through car clubs and car-sharing schemes
and increased awareness of alternatives to the car,
EVIHYGXMSRMRGEVYWIMRXLI9/SJYTXS [EW
forecast. Whether or not they start with transit
system plans or shifts to cycling, all discussions on
future urban transport ended up highlighting the
RIIHXSVIHYGIGEVYWI -RXLIHIZIPSTIHERHXLI
developing worlds, in new and old cities, the big
push that is evidently building momentum is to use
manifold means to constrain movement by car and
VI[EVH EPXIVREXMZIW &]  EPXLSYKL KPSFEPP] [I
will clearly have more drivers in the world, the hope
of the planners is that the overall miles travelled by
car will be stable and that the increase in numbers
will be offset by a reduction in distance.
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